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About This Game

Infinity Disk is a VR Singleplayer Frisbee Game.

It combines action and skill with puzzle solving.
At its core the game uses a fun and innovative gameplay mechanic:

You play frisbee with yourself by teleporting to the next target location.

Your mission is to throw, catch, bounce and avoid the obstacles/enemies to complete the stages.

Explore 12 unique levels and overcome the challenges. Play frisbee with yourself! There are also plans to implement a co-op
mode in the future.

Explore 12 Unique and Mind Bending Levels

Make Cool Frisbee Bounce Combos (Arcade Mode with Highscores)

Solve Puzzles and Explore Fun Laws of Physics in VR

Customizable Frisbee Physics Settings
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Title: Infinity Disk
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Ralph Schaedler
Publisher:
Ralph Schaedler
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 10 64Bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen 5 1500X

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 800 MB available space

English
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screensaver simulator. Downloading songs from the DLC library is a pain in the neck! Takes forever to get them. Once again I
just spent about 13 bucks for songs and have been waiting for over an hhour to get them into the program....this is pure bs. have
been using Rocksmith for a few years now and always give it kudos but my patience is growing thinner with each purchase.. It is
a very good river sceneries. Every elements in this game is very well design. If you like to meditate while someone is rowing the
kayak for you then this is the perfect meditation. For people who would like to have more then I would suggest to send feedback
to this designer. When you get to the end of this tour there is no way to either reverse course of to have a loop. Second thing that
would be great is to be able to row your rowing machine link\/sync with this VR. Has time goes may be the designer could have
more different river sceneries. UNtil later enjoy.. i love this serie of Lydie & Sue plus that old character will show up and a bit
of their story. if the new Atelier game are without these character i dont know if i would continue playing this type of game.
From Atelier Sophie until now are my favorite Character.. Cute skin, plus I love seeing Aylas wearing this while steam rolling
new players while they say shes op and broken because they don't know how to WASD

10\/10. This game is soooo fun! It has more intense battles than CoD Ghosts and you feel like a bad♥♥♥♥♥when you are the
first sperm cell that gets to the egg. Its quite hard to get there first, almost harder than SAS selection.

100/10 would♥♥♥♥♥again.. Dont Buy... The support for this game is ending, and the servers wont be up longer then 3 months
due to lack of funding. It does not stipulate this on the Steam Page and by the time you find out like I did Youll already have 9
hours plus in the game, and the only way I found out is because I was googling for in game help on some understanding, and ran
across the article by accident. Steam wont give a refund even tho the developers stated they would for any purchases in the last
month. I wont be supporting any new titles from Steam that are indi developers due to their bad business of not refunding
when\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665liked this goes wrong. They got your money and running to the bank with smiles.
while your left in the dust scratching you head.. Looks Great and you can do Quick Drive on this BR 111. The pathfinding in
this game is pretty terrible. Be prepared for your characters to get stuck on each other and try to walk through walls to reach
their destinations. It happens a lot. But that's my only real complaint. It's a great RPG, and well worth playing. Beautiful music,
beautiful maps, challenging combat. It's shorter than BG2, but it still clocks in around 60 hours with both expansions.. This is a
video game, therefore I cannot recommend it.
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It's amazing if you use it for what it's meant to be used for... drawing.
Ain't nothin' else got quality like this, yo!. BAD: It's a bad port of a mobile game that was obviously made for touchscreen (to
the point where the tutorial still uses illustrations of a finger dragging across a screen instead of a mouse cursor) and gets boring
after a few levels.

GOOD: The stock western music they use for the title screen is the same one Spongebob Squarepants used once.. I hate ice
levels.... Absolutely love it, love the art-style. the controls are tight, jump is on key-down and not key-up (so many games muck
this up). The game is endearing, it grabs you right from the start.
The game play keeps varying, plenty of different enemies. Nice little cut-scenes. And for the price it doesn't have to be long, I
think it's a steal.
I'm surprised this game has negative reviews, this is one of the best platformers I've played for a long time.

You will die a lot, this is balanced out by there being regular check points, when you die, you don't go back far. A small
criticism is that there are many leaps of faith, but that's just the style of the game, you run, die and you learn how not to die..
The long awaited DLC for our beloved Shantae game. Let me share some personal opinions:

PROS
 - very fun to play as Risky. Her gadgets seem a bit overpowered at times, but heck... she's the Pirate Queen. As a big fan of
Pirate's Curse, I couldn't help but feel more attracted to her gameplay style, despite Shantae having some big arsenal herself.
 - story is funny. The classic "lemme tell my side of the story, I promise it will be good and "very" true"
 - bathtub hub for travel, save, chillax

CONS
 - you played the original story with Shantae? Then you've seen all the zones. I expected this to some extent, but at least one
stage to define Risky would've been nice. A sea level or plundering other ships, like a side quest
 - price is quite high for what we received. The maximum should've been 7.49 $
 - no new music! I expected one or two new epic tunes...

All in all, the scale seems to be even, regarding the pros and cons. Was it room to improve in this amount of time? Definitely!
Can we hope that for the other character they can learn from their mistakes? I hope so. It would be shameful if WayForward
succumbed to the quick cash grabs like most other companies. If you're reading this, WayForward, please prove us wrong.

I'm giving this a 6\/10 because I'm a fan and will recommend it for others who can't wait for a price drop. The rest of you guys,
just wait... it's wiser :)

Happy plundering to y'all!. Could not complete the game because I had done some of thing's in the wrong order (I think?). Is
pretty sure it is a "glitch" 3\/10. The classic 4X strategy format, brilliantly realised by the Trese brothers. Excellent developer
support for any issues and quality game play.
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